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UNDERSTANDING THE “LINGO”…
Topstitch – Stitch 1/8” away from edge of fabric using a stitch length of at
least 3.4
RST – Right Sides Together
RSO – Right Side Out
WSO – Wrong Side Out
All seams 1/4" unless otherwise stated
Reinforce all seams by backtacking at the beginning and end of all seams

Supplies:
Martelli Apron Template Set
Marking Pen
Parchment Paper or Silicon Sheet
Approximately 10” x 14” to protect your iron
2 – 1 1/8 yds (41”) of coordinating fabrics
This will actually make all apron parts with a little to spare!
4 – 9” x 13” pieces of Woven Fusible Interfacing
To give the pockets some stability
Kam Snap Kit (Optional) if adding the towel strap for hanging a towel from
your apron
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The “Not-So Fiddly” Reversible Apron
Setup
1) Upon getting your template set, use a metallic marker to accent the
different features of the template by tracing the engraved words and specialty
markings. This will include the following…Top, Bottom, Fold, Two Triangular Cutouts
(which indicate pocket placements), Pocket Template, Towel Strap Indicator
Notch, Strap Template and Towel Strap Template. Also, turn template over & mark
triangle cutouts.
Layout
1) Lay both Fabrics out onto your cutting surface on top of each other, keeping
the folds intact.
2) Assemble the Apron Template to line up the “Top” of the template with the
edge of your fabric and also the part of the template that reads “Fold” needs to
be lined up against the folds of the fabric.
3) Next, assemble the Strap Template and the Towel Strap Templates along
the bottom edge of the Apron Template. Make sure that the Towel Strap
Template is on the folded side.
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Note: Go ahead and cut them away from the bottom of the Apron Template area.
Finish cutting these two pieces out completely and set aside out of your way.
4) Cut out the entire apron following along around the template – DO NOT
REMOVE THE TEMPLATE until after you have made your markings for the
pocket placements and the notch for the towel strap. Do this by using a
marking pen tracing the cutout parts.

5) You will need to flip each one over
and mark the opposite side as well
(on both of your fabrics). This
means that you will also be flipping
the template over to have the black
side towards your fabric in order to
mark it appropriately.

Note: The “U Shaped” area will be the
fabric that is used to cut out your
pockets. (Best to use 28mm cutter
for this curved area)

Prep Work
1) Prepare your pockets by ironing the fusible interfacing to the wrong side of
your pocket fabric and then cut out using the Pocket Template. Use
parchment paper or Silicon Sheet to protect your ironing surface.
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2) Fold and press all raw edges of your pocket in about 1/4" - 1/2" (just be
consistent). Also, you can snip off any bulk from folding it.

Assembly
1) Take the pockets to your machine and stitch around the perimeter of the
pockets with a 1/4" seam (these stitches will be showing, so be sure to
match your threads – if desired). This will secure the “Flaps”
2) Open and press the apron sides to eliminate that original fold from the
yardage fabric. If you have marked your pocket placements, and towel strap
placements with an “iron-off” pen, be careful not to iron off your markings!
3) Serge or zigzag only bottom edge of your apron on both fabrics. If you
would rather hem your apron, then you can skip this step.
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4) Using your previous markings,
place your pockets on the apron
and pin in place. Do this for
both sides of your apron. Take
to your sewing machine and use
a zigzag stitch to sew the
pockets in place. Be sure to
backstitch at the beginning and
end a few times – this part of a
pocket takes a lot of wear and
tear, so just be sure to
reinforce it well.

5) Pin the strap to the shoulder
area of the apron (this area is
on either side of the “V-Neck”
and was marked by an

*

on

the template). Line up the
straight edge of the strap with
the straight part of the apron
and sew straight across (this
will now be a much longer
strap). Do this step on both of
your apron sides, then press
your seams open.
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6) With RST, pin or clip your
apron sides together and sew
the perimeter of the project.
Do not sew the bottom edge
or the tops of each of the
straps. See pics for the “nosew” areas indicated with red
clips.

7) Make small slits in the curved parts
of the apron to assist with pressing
flat after turning. Be sure not to snip
your stitches!

Note: Now you will need to flip the entire project RSO and press carefully to
ensure your sides are nice and even to prepare for your topstitching.
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8) On the strap ends… turn in the raw
edges about 1/4" and press. Insert
the end of the other strap and sew
closed. Make sure you are crossing
the straps to form a crisscross strap.
(Upper right is inserted into lower
left and then the opposite for the
other side).

9) Now it’s time to topstitch your whole apron. Remember that the bottom of
the apron is not sewn together, but you can hem separately if you choose.
10) For the towel strap… place the two strap pieces (one of each fabric) with
RST and sew around the perimeter leaving an opening for turning RSO. Press
it nicely and then topstitch the whole perimeter of the piece, which in turn
will close that opening.
Note: If you have a serger, you can just serge the two pieces together with both
RSO, and it will just look more decorative!
11) Fold the towel strap in half matching
up the short ends. Apply the snap to
the towel strap in the center of the
short end sides, making sure to poke
through all layers. (The “male” part is
the one that goes on the towel strap).
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12) On your apron, locate your marking for
the towel strap placement and apply your
snaps accordingly. You will pierce both
apron sides at once and apply the snaps so
that the “female” parts are on the actual
apron body. You will need to assemble
them so that each of the apron sides has
a “female” snap for the towel strap to
snap into. Just place these side by side so
that when the strap is snapped into place,
the other snap won’t be seen.
NOW YOUR APRON IS COMPLETE AND READY FOR YOU TO SHOW
OFF!!!!!!
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